SBL STYLE GUIDE

BIBLIOGRAPHY

I BOOKS

BOOK BY A SINGLE AUTHOR

Footnote formats for this example:


For examples of footnotes for other types of sources, consult the SBL Handbook or the SBL Citation Guide from Seattle Pacific University.

BOOK WITH MULTIPLE AUTHORS

*Books with more than three authors may be cited in footnotes with the first author followed by “et al.” All authors should be listed in the bibliography.

BOOK WITH EDITORS

*If you are using a single chapter from an edited volume, use the form for “article in an edited volume” below.

BOOK WITH AUTHOR, EDITOR, AND TRANSLATOR

REVISED EDITION

ARTICLE IN AN EDITED VOLUME

ARTICLE IN A BIBLE DICTIONARY OR BIBLE ENCYCLOPEDIA


BIBLE COMMENTARIES
Single Author Commentary, Not Part of a Series: Treat as Any Other Single Author Book
Commentary in a Series


Multivolume Commentary on the Entire Bible by Multiple Authors

Single-volume Commentary on the Entire Bible by Multiple Authors

*For Multivolume Commentaries on a Single Book of the Bible, see the Student Supplement, p. 3-4.*

II JOURNAL ARTICLES

PRINT ARTICLE\(^2\)

ELECTRONIC JOURNAL ARTICLE, WITH DOI (Digital Object Identifier)

ELECTRONIC JOURNAL ARTICLE, NO DOI, WITH STABLE URL
http://churchsociety.org/docs/churchman/121/Cman_121_2_Waweru.pdf

III ELECTRONIC SOURCES

ARTICLE ON WEBSITE

BLOG POST (FOOTNOTE FORMAT)
*Complete information for blog entries should be cited in footnotes; they may be omitted from the bibliography.

---

\(^1\) SBL style calls for the titles of most journals and series to be abbreviated, using the abbreviations given on pages 171-260 of the Handbook (p. 89-152 in the 1999 edition). If you do not know the official SBL abbreviation of a title, do not guess: either look it up in the handbook or spell out the title in full. Be consistent throughout your bibliography in use of abbreviations.

\(^2\) This format is also acceptable for electronic articles that lack either a DOI or a stable URL. For articles found in a library database, CMS 14.271 recommends providing the name of the database (e.g., ALTA Religion Database with ATLASerials) after the page numbers.